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Those readers who know me, know that I believe the "eternally

true" statement of the wise man of Ancient EgyPt, that "this too shall

come to pas5."r This includes almost everything presented at the Insti-
tute upon which this volume is based. The important thing is: How
will this change come about? How will the current approaches to be-
havior modificition pass away? Will it require a totally new discipline?

Is our legacy no more than 50 years of superstition? Will some bright
young kids, of a decade hence, ffnd us wrong and have to attack and

destroy us to bring about change?
I beheve that the most important thing about science is that it can

modify its own behavior. The more precisely a discipline does- this, the

more icientific it is. If we in behavior modification can build systems

for improving our own performance, then we shall not pass away. Rather

we shaU conitantly improve-the grandfathers who presented informa-

tion in this volume will all have prolific and successful grandchildren.

On the other hand, if we start repeating over and over again some

catechism-"stimulus, response, reinforcing stimulus, schedules of rein-

forcement," ad inffnitum, we will change nothing. Then we would end

up just as superstitiously redundant and data-poor as the present day

Freudians.
Two things are making it difficult for us to change. One is our ex-
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treme popularity. The second is our reliance on verbal stimulation.
There are few experienced operant conditioners in the country. The
current speaking demand is so great, that the free-operant conditioners
are spread extremely thin. For example, you can ask yourself: What
new thing has come to free-operant conditioning or to behavior modiff-
cation in the last 5 years? Most of us are so busy talking that we seldom
look and hence more rarely do we discover.

SYMPOSIUM SUMMARY

I was asked to summarize the Institute. My summary will be an
experiment. I will use the methods of Behavior Modification to sum-
marize a Behavior Modification Symposium. I will practice what I
preach. This is the way to stay relevant. As I struggle downhill from
40 to 60 to B0 to the grave, I will do all I can to keep operant condition-
ing modifying itself and applying its own principles to itself. For the
time being, let us not be content with improving the behavior of an
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autistic child, when we have one suPerstitious free-oPerant conditioner

loose at the full professor level.
Figure 9.1 proves that I can take some of myi own medicine' This

figure indicates my failure for four semesters as a university professor.

I 
-spent time spraying words on students, begging teachers to do more

than beg their children. I tried to stimulate people into using conse-

qne.rc"t, and got a 30 percent payofi. Only 30 percent_ of my class

Juccessfully modified a child's behavior when I begged them-to do it'
These are what I call the "stimulus responders"' The rest of them only

talked good Behavior Modification*they didn't do 
_ 1ny. These glib

failuresjthe "talkers" included my own doctoral candidates; they gave

me beautiful excuses in operant terminology of why the child .\vas still
wetting the bed at the end of the semester. obviously, they didnt have

a conditioned reinforcer to make the mother do something-but the bed

was still wet in the morning' Three or 4 weeks through the Spring

semester, it dawned on me that I wasn't taking my own medicine' I
wasn't using any consequences. My successful students weren't being

treated any difierently from the glib failures.
Then I announced, "Kids, the world has changed. I have caught

myself making a terrible error. You can drop the course if you want to;

but from ,ro* on, if you fail to improve a child's behavior beyond the

.001 level of conffdence, you will receive a grade of incomplete,' for
'incomplete modification.'The grade 'F'will be used for 'falsified data'."
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This procedural change brought about fantastic results: 228 percent
successful modification projects because 54 percent of the students
turned in more than two projects. I had requited only one. With that
success, I later increased the requirement to three cases a semester.
Already halfway through the semester most have completed their proj-
ects. The next requirement will be eight projects-who knows what the
upper limit might be, There is only one way to find out!

In Figure 9.2, the basic operant equation is diagrammed. The ffve
basic components of the equation are the program (P)-stimulus (S)-
response (R)-contingency (K)-consequence (C). Ferster and Skinner
(1957) did almost all their classic research on contingencies. This is
really what we were in the later 1950s-world's experts on contingencies.
We held responses (pigeon pecking or rat pawing) constant. We held
consequences (pigeon grain or rat pellets ) constant. We varied only the
contingencies to study their effects.

This operant equation was used to analyze the behavior of our
symposiasts. I asked one of my most hard working graduate students,
Eric Haughton, to sit in the audience and record the comments made
by each participant. He used the following categories: (1) the speaker
mentioned something about a program (P); (Z) he spoke about the
stimulus (S); (3) he mentioned something about responses (R); ( )
he referred to the contingency (K); or (5) he spoke about the con-
sequences (C ). Eric also separately recorded the rates of mentioning
accelerating consequences (AC), decelerating consequences (DC) and
withdrawing consequences or inconsequation (I).

SUMMARY OF CONTENT OF EACH
PRESENTATION AND ITS DISCUSSION

In Figure 9.3, Don Baer's lecture is analyzed. He mentioned pro-
gramming (P) very seldom-only .06 times per minute. Stimuli (S),
responses ( R ), and contingencies ( K ) were mentioned at rates between
.7 and .8 times per minute. Accelerating consequences (AC ) were his
most frequent topic; referred to over once a minute! He made no men-
tion of decelerating consequences ( DC ). Inconsequation (I ) was the
method, described at a frequency of twice every l0 minutes, he used
to eliminate undesirable behavior.

In their discussion of Baer's lecture, the audience asked him about
responses (R), contingencies (K), accelerating consequences (AC),
and inconsequation (I ). In other words, the audience asked him to
discuss the traditional free-operant procedures and components-where-
as Baer had gone beyond that limited frame of reference in his lecture.
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FIGURE 9.3 Baer's lecture is lou on lrrogranxrning and totallg
aooids decelerating consequences. The discussion
tries to namoo him further by ignoring his references
to stimuli.

He received no question about the stimuli ihat he mentioned as often
as he did responses!

If such discussions function as accelerating consequences to Baer,
he could become a mere caricature of his former self as the audience
shapes his lectures to fft their mold!

Figure 9.4 presents Ivar Lovaas's lecture rates. It is a pretty even

profile actually, more so than Baer's because Lovaas is not afraid to
mention decelerating consequences. He was a little low on his references

to contingencies. However, much of his work involves shaping, and
shaping is almost always a one-to-one fixed ratio contingency. In Lovaas'
discussion the audience only wanted to hear about punishment-re-
sponses, contingencies, and decelerating consequences! It appears that
the audience asked the speakers about what they had heard about them
prior to the lecture. Lovaas is gossiped about as an expert on decelerat-
ing consequences. They didn't ask him about what he said in his lecture.
They didn't ask him about programs, stimuli, accelerating consequences,

or inconsequation-all of which he referred to. They asked him only



FIGURE 9.4 Loxaas mentioned responses and accelerating con-
sequences most frequently, but the discussion did
not reflect this. The audience caricatured him as
"Mr. Punishrment."
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about decelerating consequences which he had mentioned only .2 times

per minute. They failed to ask him about accelerating consequences

wtrictr he mentioned over .6 times per minute-thfee times as often as

decelerating consequences! In such ways are caricatures maintained
and straw-men built! Ivar, please ignore them and go your own way!

Figure 9.5 analyzes Gerry Patterson's lecture. On the lecture chart
Gerry holds his own. He is very good at this new form of publication,
oral presentation.2 He talked mostly about responses, contingencies, and

consequences, all at rates above .2 per minute. He did not mention pro-

gramming or stimuli. He was more or less traditionally free-operant in
his point of view except for mentioning decelerating consequences as

often as inconsequation. The traditional free-operant man would not
mention decelerating consequences.

Patterson's audience ignored his reference to decelerating conse-

quences and curiously queried him about Programs which he did not
mention at all.

Israel Goldiamond's presentation was next. I thought Goldiamond

made one of the best presentations. Figure 9.6 reveals that he delivered
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Goldiamond had a fairly eoen profile in his talk,
Howerser, the discussion boncentrated on stimuli (S),

responses (R), accelerating !AC) and decelerating
(DC) consequences. The- discussion ignored pyo.'

grams (P), contingencies (K), and inconsequation (l).
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about the most even or complete operant proffle of all the speakers. He
mentioned programs about once every 10 minutes and responses about
once a minute. However, the reactions to C,oldiamond involved no
questions on programming, none on contingencies, and none on incon-
sequation. So here again, the audience narrows and caricatures an even
and complete free-operant presentation.

Figure 9.7 represents Ted Ayllon's speech and its discussion. He
mentioned all ffve components but referred to the traditional free-
operant trinity of response (R), contingency (K) and accelerating con-
sequence (AC) from l0 to 100 times as often as the other components.
His discussion was representative of this profile, though depressed in
rate,

Figure 9.8 shows Jack Michael's speech and discussion rates of
mentioning free-operant components. Jack mentioned all components
except programs at high rates between 0.1 and 1.0 per minute. Michael's
discussion was somewhat aborted because the session lasted a little too
long. When Michael and Goldiamond started a private discussion, the
audience began to leave. The moment they turned to talk to each other,
10 people stood up. Jack Michael noticed them leaving and terminated
before he was completely finished. This indicates that both the speaker
and the audience each had control over the other.
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9.7 Ayllon's talk cotsered all behaoioral components,
but the discussion caricatured him as a traditional
R-K-AC mid:S?s type of operant conditioner.
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FIGURE 9.8 Michael's talk was fairly eoen except for no pro-
gramming references, but the discussion was inter-
rupted by a prioate comsersation.

Figure 9.9 contains the component mentioned rates for Roger
Ulrich's presentation. Roger discussed all free-operant components from
.04 to over 2.0 per minute. He mentioned stimuli more often than con-
tingencies which is certainly not following the traditional "R-K-C" party
line! The audience was remarkably faithful to his presentation in its
discussion as it questioned at a somewhat lower component rate, but
along a very similar profile.

Figure 9.10 presents Fred Kanfer's lecture profile. This again shows

a remarkably eclectic profile for a free-operant type. However, his high-
est mentioning rates were for responses and accelerating consequences.

His discussion faithfully follows his lecture profile but is exaggerated as

the audience fails to mention contingencies (K ) or inconsequation (I ).
In figure 9.11 the component mentioning rate profiles for Malcolm

Kushner's lecture and its discussion are presented. Here again we see

an exaggeration of the lecture in its discussion except for one slight
change rvhere the discussion covers decelerating consequences at a

higher rate than did the lecture. It looks like they are trying to make

him into a "punishment man" along with Lovaas.

In Figure 9.12, I have presented my own comPonent rates for this

presentation and its subsequent discussion. This obviously was inserted
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FIGURE 9.9 Ulrich's presentation u)oa fairly well balanced with
more stress on stimuli, and responses than the other
components. The discussion ignored his references
to inconsequation.
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after the talk and was not part of the original audio-tape recording.
Here again all components are mentioned at ratep between .1 and .6 per
minute and the discussion is an exaggeration or caricature of the lecture
profile.

SUMMARY OF COMPONENTS COVERED
BY ENTIRE SYMPOSIUM

Figure 9.I3 is a summary of all ten presentations in the symposium.
The median mentioning rates for each component are 

"orrrrected 
to

reveal a "symposium profile." The ranges are drawn in as vertical lines.
In a way, the generalists, the historians, and the textbook writers are
right. We are, as a group, strong on statements about responses (.7 per
minute), contingencies (.3 per minute), and accelerating consequences
(.7 per minute ). However, we mentioned stimuli at a higher rate (.4
per minute) than we did contingencies. This is quite remarkable when
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the small rate differences from the 1:resentations
in their discussion questions shous up here euen
in the grouped (medians) rates.
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you consider our claim to fame is that we are world's experts on con-
tingencies-yet we talk about stimuli just as often! I

It seems clear to me that Behavior Modiffcation and free-operant

conditioning will stay strong as long as most of us continue to pay
attention to all components of the operant reflex. I feel that the strongest

and most creative behavior modifiers are those whose lecture proftles
include all operant behavioral components.

RANK/NG OF DELIVERY AND CONTENT

Since I had become involved in analyzing part of these results after
the actual presentation of this paper in order to include my own per-
formance tates, we thought it best to have members of the audience rank
each participant in both quality of delivery and quality of content. Ten
members of the audience representing three university departments

did the ranking. None of those ranking had been involved in recording
the performance rates, nor were they being advised by either Baer or

Lindsley, the two University of Kansas members of the symposium. The
delivery rankings and the content rankings are highly correlated with
a correlation coefficient of *.80 and a probability that this would happen
by chance of less than .00004. The median rankings for each participant
on both delivery and content are almost exactly the same except for
one inversion. Figure 9.14 presents the median rankings of each par-

ticipant for both delivery and content.

COMPARISON OF DELIVERY RATE
AND STYLE WITH RANK/NG

In addition to recording the rates of mentioning the different be-

havioral components, other graduate students recorded the rate of laughs

produced in the audience, the rate of presenting slides and other visual
aids, and the total frequency of mentioning major points for each par-

ticipant. It was hoped that the rate of mentioning major points would
indicate the speed of covering content or "pacing" of eaeh lecture. The

audience laugh rate should indicate how humorous or "entertaining"
the lecturer was. The slide presentation rate would record the use of
visuals.

Figure 9.15 presents these three movement rates for each partici-
pant. The participants are ranked on the basis of the overall rank of the
iecture taken from Figure 9.14.3 It is clear that the highest ranked

presentation tended to cover major points at the lowest rates' The poorer
ianked lecturers tried to cover close to ten points per minute! Whereas,
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the more highly ranked speakers didn't cover more than two points per
minute.

The more highly ranked lecturers prodticed higher laugh rates in
the audience. The laugh rates varied from one every hundred minutes
to one a minute-a frequency rangb of over 100 times. Note that the
top four ranked participants, ranked top in both delivery and content,
produced the highest audience laugh rates-all above .5 per minute!
Although ihis may seem a very high rate of laughter, it is from 4 to 10

times slower than the laughter produced by professional entertainers.
Harold Ensley, a local Kansas City sports ffsherman, and Johnny Carson
of the "Tonight Show" and national TV fame both regularly produce
around 4.0 laughs per minute in their monologues. Interestingly enough,
both are outproduced by Joan Rivers, a professional gag writer tumed
entertainer, who guffaws an audience at the rate of B laughs per minute!
No one knows what the ideal or maximum laugh rate is for a pro-
fessor, but we are now in a position to ffnd out with precise recording
of rates.

The slide presentation rates show that it is not necessary to use

visual aids to deliver a highly ranked lecture, nor to get high laugh
rates (neither Baer nor Patterson used any). However, it does appear
that, if slides are used, the more highly ranked lecturers use them at
higher rates than do the lower ranked lecturers.
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FIGURE 9.f5 A summary graph for comparing rates of making
maior points, producing laughs and presenting
slides shous that the most highly ranked lecturers
coaer less ground uith more laughs and more slides.

OVERALL RANK OF LECTURE

89

In summary then, if one rates the rates of rate specialists present-
ing their rates, the most highly rated make two points, a half a slide,

and a laugh per minute!

NOTES

1. Wiseman, A. E. Personal Communication, Cairo, Jdy, 1944.

2. If lectures are oral, rvhat are printed publications?
3. This concluded my experimental summary of the symposium. The re-

mainder of the time allotted to me at the symposium was spent in reporting
trvelve sample modification projects. These projects have been reported
elservhere on film and in print, and things are moving so fast that I am

sure most readers will have conducted modi{ication projects of their
own every bit as good. So, rvhy add bulk to an article that has already

made its point? (See Lindsley, 1968.)

I
I
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